
Paper introduction

Transformational project for Science Museum
New gallery about the history of communications and information technologies
Our largest gallery project for a decade new permanent gallery and associatedOur largest gallery project for a decade – new, permanent gallery and associated 
online presence and learning programmes
About putting history and our world-leading communications collection into the 
centre of the museum and reinvigorating the heart of the science museum 
Our audience nearly 3M visitors per year, 1.3m in family groups, 12m web 
visitors, largest school groups
It will be the world’s foremost celebration of communications technology and theIt will be the world s foremost celebration of communications technology and the 
human stories that have shaped how we share information today.
Transformational project for Science Museum
Largest gallery project for a decade – Putting history and our world-leading 
information communications collection into the heart of the science museum 
Worlds foremost gallery celebrating the communication technologies and the 
human stories that have shaped how we share information todayhuman stories that have shaped how we share information today. 
We know that this gallery will be ahead of the game in showcasing and exploring 
the technology that has revolutionised how we connect with each other and 
continues to draw solutions for progress across sectors
Showcasing hundreds of objects from our incredible collection – many of which 
have never been publicly accessible before. Brought to life with the most 
sophisticated multimedia and interpretive techniques for our audience nearly 3M 
visitors per year, 12m web visitors, most visited institution by school groups
The gallery will open in 2014



3M visitors per year
12M online
Destination most booked by educational groups



The six networks illuminate the different ways that people have used technology 
to communicate and share information. These are: 

Within each Network, visitors will be invited to explore stories about people and 
technology. Our audience research shows that ‘Visitors are seeking to 
understand the impact of objects on people’s lives at the time’ . They want an 
insight into the historical context in order to have an engaging experience with 
objects To address this each Network features transforming events that illustrateobjects. To address this, each Network features transforming events that illustrate 
the significance of communications technologies to people’s lives. 



UNIQUE OBJECTS

Over 1000 in total, ranging from the very large - Rugby Tuning Coil, 7m tall,
full sized communication satellite
to the very small - mobile phones and computer chips.  

H Th ’ i l t th t l i t t d t d t t thHere - Thomson’s mirror galvanomenter, the actual instrument used to detect the 
first signals transmitted down the world’s first transatlantic cable. 
And a beautiful model of Telstar 1, a communications satellite that relayed the 
first television pictures by satellite. 



telling powerful stories 
moments we call transforming events 
where a communications technology had a significant impact on people’s lives
or how they thought about that technology. 

An example of this is here in the Constellation, area about satelittes,
t ll th t f th bi th f GPS ( l b l iti i t ) th ttell the story of the birth of GPS (global positioning systems) that was 
accelerated by Gulf War 1.

and this TRANS-PAC GPS receiver that was retrieved in working order from a 
helicopter shot down in the Gulf War



Innovative interpretation

What it was like to be affected by these new waves of communications 
technology. 

Enfield Exchange - the last manually operated telephone exchange. 
This will be interweaved with interactivityThis will be interweaved with interactivity 
giving visitors the experience of operating a telephone exchange themselves
and enabling them to listen in to the types of conversations that may have been 
overheard. 



developing a new model for working with audiences at each stage of the 
development of a permanent gallery... 

Eg working with 
Those with direct experience of our objects at work – Enfield exchange

expert and enthusiasts eg BVWS on the left to select and interpret objects thatexpert and enthusiasts eg  BVWS on the left to select and interpret objects that 
will be displayed as part of a story about the birth of the 

With teenagers re ways of telling stories about telegraphy that make it relevant to 
them. 

With Camaroonian communities based in London to tell a story of the impactWith Camaroonian communities based in London to tell a story of the impact -
and user-driven adoption - of mobile phones in the Cameroon
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